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                        Destination Wedding Venue Near Delhi NCR

                        OUR VENUE DETAILS
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                     Best Budget Resort in Ghaziabad for hosting your Destination Wedding!

                     Just an hour drive form Delhi and Meerut, Rurban Resort is the perfect Destination Venue for hosting your special day and making those special memories!

                  

               
	   
			   
				   
                     Spread across 17 acres of lush green land with more than 75,000 trees and plants. Rurban Resort is your best budget destination wedding venue near Delhi. 

                     
					 
					 We are your one stop solution for all wedding related services like stay and accommodation, catering, decoration and more. Our in-house team and dedicated vendors are well equipped and look forward to serve you and make your day special and memorable!  

                     We take your special occasion as our own at Rurban Resort

                     Rurban Resort is a unique nature resort in Ghaziabad where one can host special occasions like Pre-wedding, weddings, haldi, mehendi, birthday parties, conferences, get-togethers, marriage parties with ease. We take your special occasion as our own home event. We try all that is within our ability to make that special day memorable. Be it, pre-wedding shoots, Weddings, parties Locations, Marriage Destinations, Birthday Venues or any other special occasion Near Delhi, Noida & Ghaziabad, Rurban Resort is your perfect event venues to delight your guests and offer them a memorable experience.

                    

					Read More...
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						 17 
Acres of Land 
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						 75K  Plus Plants  
and Trees
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						 50+ 
Activities and Sports
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						 41
Rooms
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						 Agroforestry  
 and Gaushala
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						  Swimming  
 pool and rain shower
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			A DESTINATION WEDDING VENUE FOR ALL PURPOSES

			With over 7 lawn areas the Resort has the capacity to host all different kinds of special occasions.
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				Events

				Stage Lawn

				Total Capacity

				Min. 300 | Max: 450

				Located near the Resort entry, this lawn is perfect for hosting relatively large sized Destination Weddings near Delhi NCR. With a permanent thatched roof structure in the centre, guests can utilize this space as a stage or lounge or any other creative manner.  
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				Pepal Lawn

				Total Capacity

				Min. 100 | Max: 250

				Located close to the main entry, this lawn is a big rectangular lawn where guests can use their creativity when planning for their wedding day or any other special occasion. The Lawn has two beautiful Pepal trees due to which many times vedi ceremony or special rituals are preferred here. 
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				Sheesham Lawn

				Total Capacity

				Min: 600 | Max: 850

				Adorning the first and only tree the Resort had at its inception, this lawn is the biggest lawn at the Resort with the total capacity of up to 850 pax. Perfect for budget friendly Destination Weddings near Meerut, this Lawn has a beautified area at the centre with fountains and special thatched roof hut seating. Adjacent but separate from this lawn is the Alba Pool Lawn which beautifies the view during events.
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					Alba Pool Lawn

					Total Capacity

					Min: 100 | Max: 150

					A cozy lawn connecting the biggest pool at the Resort, the Alba Lawn is beautiful, serene and perfect for those special occasions like Haldi, Mehendi and Cocktail parties. With perfect views of the sunset by the pool and beautiful alba flowers this a perfect option for those intimate occasions.
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				Jal Tarang Pool Lawn

				Total Capacity

				Min: 80 | Max: 150

				Located right at the centre of our Tents and Cottages setup, Jal Tarang Lawn is a beautiful pool side lawn with a semi covered area and all weather seating. This is perfect for hosting special occasions like Haldi Mehendi and Engagements for our in house guests. Being right at the centre of the our stay facility, the Lawn is convenient, spacious and beautified by natural plantation and a sun deck!
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				Villa Lawn

				Total Capacity

				Min: 100 | Max: 250

				Adjacent to our Villa setup this lawn is big, spacious and perfect lawn for those special weddings and engagement ceremonies. Inhouse guests can have a very special and intimate event where everyone can stay and enjoy the event at the same location. 
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				Fruit Garden Lawn

				Total Capacity

				Min: 100| Max: 150

				Located adjacent to our lake view rooms, this lawn is a marvelous area for special days like, Haldi, mehendi and engagement ceremonies. Beautified by the man made lake at the property, lotus and koi fish ponds, double storey machaan and the candy like fruit trees of chikko, organges, litchi and much more, this lawn has a host of special highlights for those special and memorable pictures and can be the number one choice for our in house guests to host their special day!

			

		  

		  
	   

	   
	   
	



 
 


	
 

            
               
                  
					 Celebrate with Us

                     Events and Special Occasions

                     One (1) Day Outing Places, Family Picnic spots, Weekend Destination, Weekend Trip Near in Delhi
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                              Events

                              Pre-Wedding Shoot

                              Get some exquisite natural romantic spots for that special photo shoot!

                              Explore More
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                              Events

                              Haldi and Mehendi

                              Memorable day for this occasion of colors and joy! 

                              Explore More
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                              Events

                              Engagement

                              Your one stop solution for the perfect wedding venues in Delhi for that special nature surrounded ring ceremony.

                              Explore More
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                              Events

                              Mehendi

                              Experience some thrilling rural adventure activities to keep you engaged keep

                              Explore More
                           

                        

                     

                  

               

            

            
              
               
                  
                     Let us be a part of your special occasion.
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					Best Wedding Locations

					What   We Offer

                    We offer services for food, drinks and organise the event for that special day while you enjoy and live in the moment! We know each occasion is different and calls for a special arrangement. The need of the hour is to customize the party as per requirements. 
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                              Buffet Food  
Catering
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                              Cocktail &  
 Mocktail service
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                              Photography 
 and Videography
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                              DJ 
Music
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                              Customizable 
 Decorations
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                              Vintage 
Car service
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                              Mehendi and  
 Make up artist
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                              Dhol and   
Saafa Service  
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Parking
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Drop to rooms

                           

                        


                     

					
					 
                  

               

			   
			    
                         
							An Iconic location for hosting a 2 Night 3 Days Destination wedding near Delhi NCR and Meerut

							With picturesque views from each room Rurban Resort offers stay facility for up to 150 pax on multi sharing as per guest requirements. Our ability to host aa decent number of guests along with stay facility makes Rurban Resort the perfect budget friendly destination wedding venue near Delhi NCR. We suggest a minimum 2 nights stay package where in one can host Mehendi, Engagement, Haldi and Wedding all in house at the Resort with ease!
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				EXPERIENCE A UNIQUE DESTINATION WEDDING EXPERIENCE:
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				  [image: ]  6 Eco Mud Cottages
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                    A Nature Lovers Delight

					Our  Amenities

                     With greenery all around, plants are trees will welcome you at our exclusive stay area with both hands open. Beautiful sunsets and sunrise are a common scene at this best luxury resorts in Delhi NCR. Couples can enjoy picturesque settings and experience a walk in nature at  Best resort in Ghaziabad for couples. A few highlights of our stay are as below:
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                              Two Pools : Jal Tarang    
and Moroccan pool
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                              Rain Shower 
 by the pool
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                              Bone Fire 
 Areas in Winters
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                              All Tents and  
Cottages Pool Facing
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                              Open  
 Gym
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                              Koi Fish Pond and 
 Putting Golf Course
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                              Sun Deck with  
 Loungers and Sitting
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                              Bone Fire on   
 Request in Winters
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                              Man Made    
 Lake View
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                              Fruit 
Garden
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                              Exclusive 
 Machaan Access 

                           

                        

						
                     

                  

               

            

         

         
            
               
                  
                     FAQ

                     We cherish your thoughts & opinions & use them to continuously improve our services & better meet your needs. Thank you for taking the time to share your experience with us.

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                           
							   
                                 
                                    What is the Check in time?
                                 

                                 
                                 
                                    
                                        Room check-in time is 1:00 PM.
                                    

                                 

                              

                              
                                 
                                    What is the Check out time?
                                 

                                 
                                    
                                       Room check-out time is 11:00 AM.
                                    

                                 

                              

                              
                                 
                                    What is the total stay capacity of the resort?
                                 

                                 
                                    
                                      Rurban Resort has 11 Tents and Cottages and can accommodate anywhere between 48 to 70 people based on the room sharing required by guests. Please get in touch with us so that we may update you of the same.
                                    

                                 

                              

                              
                                 
                                    How many people are included in the package price?
                                 

                                 
                                    
                                       Room prices are for double sharing.
                                    

                                 

                              

                              
                                 
                                    What are the charges for extra people?
                                 

                                 
                                    
                                      Each additional person can stay at INR. 2000/- + GST.
                                    

                                 

                              

                              
                                 
                                    Does this room have Jacuzzi?
                                 

                                 
                                    
                                      No this room does not have Jacuzzi. Jacuzzi is only available in Royal Mud Cottage. 
                                    

                                 

                              

                              
                                 
                                    Will there be any charges for my child?
                                 

                                 
                                    
                                       Children between 5-10 years are charged INR. 1600 +GST. Children between 0 to 5 years are not charged.
                                    

                                 

                              

                              
                                 
                                    Are meals included in the package?
                                 

                                 
                                    
                                      Yes all meals – Buffet veg. lunch, high tea, dinner and next day buffet veg. Breakfast is included.
                                    

                                 

                              

                              
                                 
                                    Can I use the swimming pool?
                                 

                                 
                                    
                                       Yes, Swimming pool is avail for accommodation guests from 08:00 am till 10:00 am & 04:30 pm till 07:00 pm
                                    

                                 

                              

                              
                                 
                                    Can I get guests during my stay?
                                 

                                 
                                    
                                       No, outsiders are not allowed in the accommodation area. Guests can meet visitors at the Reception area.
                                    

                                 

                              

                              
                                 
                                    What is the maximum number of extra people this room can accommodate?
                                 

                                 
                                    
                                       Each room can accommodate 2 extra people with bedding.
                                    

                                 

                              

							  
                                 
                                    How many rooms do you have?
                                 

                                 
                                    
                                       We have 41 rooms in all. 
                                    

                                 

                              

							   
                                 
                                    How many people can be accommodated at the Resort?
                                 

                                 
                                    
                                       We can accommodate 120 to 150 pax based on multi sharing in 41 rooms based on guest requirements 
                                    

                                 

                              

							  
                                 
                                    Is Liquor allowed the Resort for parties and events?
                                 

                                 
                                    
                                       Yes, Liquor can be consumed with Liquor License. 
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                           #Blog 1

                           Luxury Camping at The Rurban Village

                           June 24, 2022

                           Rurban Resort blog No Comments Rurban Resort - Picnic Spot - Adventure Camp - Accommodation Luxury - Corporate Team Outing - Family Trips near Delhi - Family Picnic Spots near Delhi - camping - luxury camping
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                           #Blog 2

                           New year celebrations at the rurban village

                           Dec 23, 2017

                           Rurban Resort blog No Comments Rurban Resort - Picnic Spot - Adventure Camp - Accommodation Luxury - Corporate Team Outing - Family Trips near Delhi - Family Picnic Spots near Delhi - camping - luxury camping
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                        The “Enviro-Social” initiative at Rurban Resort has always been at the forefront.Rurban Resort located in a humble village in Uttar Pradesh, is one of its kind; self-sustaining Resort, focusing on organic farming, organic jaggery production, partial use of solar power, water harvesting units, drip irrigation to protect & conserve environment, while focusing on a rural tourism, upliftment, employment and training of nearby villagers and society.

                     

                     CONTACT

                     
                        
                           
                        

                        
                           +91 7457000870

                        

                     

                     
                        
                           
                        

                        
                           info@therurbanvillage.com

                        

                     

                     
                        
                           
                        

                        
                           N.H.- 58, Delhi-Meerut Road, Upper Ganga Canal Road,
                              Gangnahar, Village Badka Arifpur, Muradnagar, Ghaziabad, U.P.
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